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Abstract

This paper describes an environment where two products are offered, one is remanufactured and the other is
all-new. Examining the trade-offs between the customer's utility and production cost variables, the model
identifies conditions under which the remanufacturing product may coexist with the all-new product. The
paper concludes with some insights on why remanufacturing can be successful with some products but
nonexistent with many others.
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1. Introduction

Remanufacturing is the production process where used machines are disassembled and its parts are repaired to
be used in the assembly of new machines. Repairing used parts could involve several operations, including
welding, polishing, cleaning, painting, testing or whatever operation is necessary so that the final product will
perform and look as a brand-new one. Thierry et al. (1995) and Ferrer (1994) describe some of the industry
practices and operational challenges that firms have faced to introduce remanufactured products. Inadequate
transportation systems, difficulties to disassemble ill-designed products, these are some of the few factors that
render remanufacturing more expensive than initially imagined. McConocha and Speh (1991) and Van Thiel
(1994) describe some of the marketing challenges that firms have faced offering a remanufactured product line.
Risks with competition and corporate image have discouraged companies that could offer a remanufactured
product line otherwise.

Today, the driving force behind remanufacturing is the opportunity to offer products with recent
technology at competitive prices. We observed that remanufactured photocopy machines enjoy a 30% discount
over the price of similar machines made of all-new parts. Same discounts are found in the supply of
remanufactured automotive parts. Corbett and Van Wassenhove (1993) discuss the corporate environmental
responsibility and how the firms should be proactive in adopting programs that would reduce the impact of
their activities on the environment. Remanufacturing is one of these programs that a number of firms have
adopted. When a product is remanufactured, fewer resources are extracted from the environment and solid
waste is reduced. Moreover, if firms become responsible for the returned products, as some legislators would
like to impose, the manufacturer has the additional gain of reducing disposal cost. Despite these arguments,
there is a big gap between the number of products that are remanufactured and those that are not. After some
discussion with production managers in charge of recycling used products in Europe, we obtained the following
reasons for not remanufacturing:

• Technological changes turn obsolete the used products and parts.

• The low volume of returned goods does not allow economies of scale.

• Customers would not value the remanufactured products as much as it costs to make them.
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Figure 1: The remanufacturing material flow

If this assessment is correct, we may say that a successful remanufacturing operation depends on the
interaction of three factors: the level of commonality between old and new generations, the collection system
and the level of customers' acceptance for the remanufactured product. Examining the trade-offs between the
customer's utility and production cost variables, we determine the feasibility of this market and offer insights
on why remanufacturing can be successful with some products but nonexistent with many others.

2. The Operating Environment

Let's introduce a firm participating in a
market with two machines: a
remanufactured one and an all-new. The
market's appreciation for this product, the
technology of the firm, and the customers'
acceptance for remanufactured machines
characterize the operating conditions. When
buying a new machine, some customers
return their used machines to the firm.
These machines are sent to a
remanufacturing shop that will disassemble
them and repair some parts as good as new to send to the assembly line of remanufactured machines. This
operation faces two trade-offs. First, there is the market reaction to the machine containing used parts: a
customer will value a product made of used parts less than an all-new product. She will not accept paying more
for a remanufactured product than for an all-new. When a firm offers to the same market two products of
similar performance but different prices, the more expensive loses some of its market to the less expensive. The
second trade-off is due to the cost sensitivity to changes in volume. This may occur with either machine type.
The cost of a remanufactured machine reduces with its used-part content but, since all machines share a limited
pool of used-parts, cost might increase with production volume. Likewise, the used-part content increases with
the number of machines returned. Figure 1 illustrates this environment.

3. The Customer's Problem

The customer chooses between the remanufactured machine and the all-new machine the one that provides the
highest utility. If neither machine offers positive utility, he chooses none. This is a problem of vertical
segmentation where both machines are in the same horizontal market segment, but all customers prefer the N-
machine to the R-machine, because one is deemed "better" than the other. Table 1 introduces the notation. Let
the customer's utility for acquiring either machine be expressed as follows:

UR (z)=a,z-pR

UN (z)=z- pN

Customers whose valuation is between zR and zN buy machine R for a price pR. Those with valuation
above zN get machine N at price N. A customer chooses machine R if that provides him with more utility than
buying machine N. Likewise, a customer chooses to buy machine N because he is better off than buying
machine R. These conditions are the participation constraints and the rationality constraints that ensure self-
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Table 1: Notation

R	 the remanufactured machine, its subscript. N	 the all-new machine, its subscript.

z	 customer's type, measured as his valuation for a	 factor representing the customers' acceptance
that kind of machine, distributed according to for choosing the remanufactured machine
some probability function F(z), normalized  instead of the all-new, normalized such that 0
such that 0 < z < 1. < a < 1.

zR	the lowest valuation customer ever to buy the zN	the lowest valuation customer ever to buy the
R-machine. N-machine.

pR	price of the R-machine. pN	 price of the N-machine.

UR(z) utility perceived by customer of type z for UN(z) utility perceived by customer of type z for
acquiring the R-machine.  acquiring the N-machine.

yR	remanufacturing yield from the R-machine,
expressed as the fraction of parts needed in the

yN	remanufacturing yield from the N-machine,
expressed as the fraction of parts needed in the

remanufactured machine that can be obtained remanufactured machine that can be obtained
from the type R returns. from the type N returns.

u	 the used-part content, the maximum amount of s	 the largest savings that can be obtained from
used parts in a machine, normalized such that employing	 used	 parts.	 Hence,	 a
the	 upper	 bound	 coincides	 with	 its remanufactured machine will cost 	 c - us.
technological limit and 0 � u � 1. Normalization ensures 0 < s < c < 1.

c	 the	 marginal	 cost	 of a	 machine	 made
exclusively of new parts.

selection. Considering that zR s zN , and that all customers want to maximize their utilities, it follows that the
manufacturer ensures the optimal self-selection if he practices the following prices:

PR(zR)=zRa

PN (zN)=ZN(1-a)+ ZRa

4. The Manufacturer's Problem

Given the customers' self-selection, the manufacturer chooses the used-part content of the remanufactured
machine and segments the market by identifying the bordering customers zR and zN such that profit is
maximized. The firm's objective can be written as problem P:

P:
	 zn

iza:puri = (PR — c + us)(F(zN) — 	 + (PN — c)(1 — F(ZN ))R 

subject to

yR(F(zN)-F(zR))+YN(1-F(zN)) � u(F(zN) F(zR))
0 u 5. 1

0<-zR zN 1
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Figure 2: Solution to the sequential decision

PR(ZR) = ZRa

PN(ZN) = zN(1–	 ZRa

The first constraint ensures the availability of repaired parts. The second constraint defines the bounds
of the used-part content. The third constraint ensures the segmentation. The fourth and fifth constraint
ensures the optimal self-selection. The yield, yR or yN, is the consequence of three losses: (1) from machines
that never return, (2) in the repair process and (3) due to the limited commonality between the two product
types.

4.1 First Case: Selecting the Used-Part Content before Segmenting the Market

Now, we analyze the customers' acceptance against different used-part contents, characterizing the regions in
the
u x a space where an optimal segmentation policy is possible or where only one of the two products should be
offered. The following proposition characterizes these regions:

PROPOSITION 1: If a firm can offer either a remanufactured machine or an all-new machine, the supply of used
parts is sufficiently large; and the customers' distribution of types has increasing hazard rate, then

Segmentation is optimal if 	 1- us/c < a < 1- us

Only the remanufactured product should be offered if 	 a > 1- us

Only the all-new product should be offered if 	 a < 1- us/c

The proof is obtained by solving problem P1 as follows

P1	 max ri= (zRoc – c + us)(F(zN) – F(zR)) + (zN(1– a) + ZRa, - 0(1- F(zN))
ZR,ZN

subject to

0 � zR zN 1

We assume that the constraint is satisfied, than we
check under which conditions this is verified. If the
hazard rate of the distribution of customer types is an
increasing function of z, which is true for a great variety of
distributions, the objective function is concave, and the
result is obtained. Figure 2 illustrates the proposition,
showing the areas in the u x a space where segmentation is
optimal or not. If the first constraint in problem P is
binding, the supply of used parts is insufficient to make the
desired number of R-machines. This will happen when the yield from the R-machine, y R, is not sufficiently
large. In figure 2, this causes an upward shift in its bounds, meaning that more of the all-new machines should
be made. The intuition is that the remanufactured machine would "finance" the production of some of the all-
new machine to balance the need for the less costly used parts.
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4.2 Second Case: Selecting the Used-Part Content and the Segmentation Simultaneously

Now, we allow the manufacturer to decide the used-part content at the same time as he defines the
segmentation cut-off points. Henceforth, it is assumed that the customers' valuation is uniformly distributed in
(0,1).

P2:	 max n. (ZROL - C + US)(ZN - ZR ) + (ZNO. - CO + ZROG - CP - ZN)
ZR ,ZN,11

subject to

yR(zN – 4) + yN (1– zN) � u(zN –ZR)
05u51

0 5 zR 5 zN 5 1

The following Lemma is stated without proof:

LEMMA 1: The values of (u, zR, zN) solving the first-order condition of problem P2 correspond to a local
maximum.

This Lemma can be generalized for any distribution having increasing hazard rate. The following
proposition will show that this problem always has a local maximum when just the all-new machine is offered:

PROPOSITION 2: The manufacturer's problem finds a local maximum at u = 0, ZR = zN.

Proof Let u = 0, a feasible value of u. The R and N machines become the same product. Now, let u = 0+,
another feasible value of u, arbitrarily close to the origin. A customer of type z regards these machines
differently, experiencing a utility loss of (1-a) z if she chooses the R-machine. Since the used-part content is so
low, not all of it is used; the first constraint is not binding. On the limit, the first-order conditions become

lim llz = 0(1– zR ) – (zRoc – c) = 0
11 --> 0+ 	R

lim n .(1- a)(1 - zN ) - (ZN(i - a)) = 0
II -.) 0+

The values of zR and zN satisfying these conditions are not feasible, since they do not satisfy z R � zN.
Hence, if u = 0+ the remanufactured machine does not find any demand ( z R = zN ). To realize that this
solution satisfies the first-order condition at u = 0+, notice that it satisfies the unconstrained optimization and it
does not violate any constraint. Finally, Lemma 1 ensures that the second order condition is satisfied.

End of Proof

This proposition implies that if a firm should consider offering a remanufactured product, it should only
do so with a sufficiently large used-part content, or not at all. Now, we will identify threshold values that
characterize the problem, by identifying the cases where either constraint is binding. These results we state
without proof:

PROPOSMON 3: If there is a local maximum where the R-machine is offered, but not all used parts are needed

to make the necessary number of machines, then the used-part content is as high as its technological limit ( u =

1), and the N-machine is offered. In this case, u satisfies: 1 - s/c < a < Y, where Y is the positive root of the

equation Y(a) = a2yN – aRi_ s)3TN – (1– yR )ci– (c – s)(1– y R ) .
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Figure 3: Market segmentation as a function of customer
type (z) and market acceptance (a).

Parameters: c = 0.4, s = 0.32, yR = 0.8, yN = 0.3

COROLLARY 1: If a > Y, the manufacturer's problem is optimized when all used parts available for

remanufacturing are utilized (that is, the first constraint must be binding).

PROPOSITION 4: If there is a local maximum where the used-part content is less than its technological limit

(0 < u < 1), then the firm will segment the market such that all used parts available are used. In this case,

Z	 <	 a	 where	 Z	 is	 the	 positive	 root	 of	 the	 equation

Z(a) = a2yN – 4(1– yR + yN)syN – (I– yR)(c – yNs)] – (c – yRs)(1– yR ) .

COROLLARY 2: If a < Z a local maximum can only occur at u = 0 or u = 1. Furthermore, if y R < ym the all-
new machine will certainly be offered (z N < 1) and the R-machine, if offired, will have the used-part content at
the technological limit (u = 1).

Propositions 3 and 4 refer to the
situations where either the first or the
second constraint are not binding. It follows
that the other constraint has to be binding.
Hence, we can affirm that if the
remanufactured machine is ever offered,
either the usable parts are completely
utilized or the used-part content is set as
high as its technological limit. Eventually
both events are true. Notice that if
Y < a < Z, both constraints are binding, and
both products are offered. Furthermore, if
a < 1 - s ( YR YN ), the first-order
condition will suggest that zN > 1, an
unfeasible situation. In this case, we set
zN = 1 as the all-new machine does not find
any demand.

Figure 3 illustrates the changes in the optimal segmentation as the customers' acceptance varies. In this
illustration we observe all types of segmentation discussed in the paper. When the customers' acceptance is
low (a < 0.3), only the all-new product finds a market. It is acquired by all customers with valuation above 0.7.
As the customers' acceptance increases, the remanufactured product finds some market, corresponding to the
gap between the two lines in the graph. When the customers' acceptance is sufficiently high, (a > 0.85) there
is no reason to provide an all-new product anymore. The market is entirely supplied with remanufactured
machines.

5. Discussion

In this paper we provide optimal policies for the market segmentation problem of a firm with the capability to
offer a remanufactured and an all-new version of the same machine. We assumed that the cost of a
remanufactured machine is a function of the cost of the all-new machine, the parts reclaim yield, the number
and the cost of obtaining good parts from used machines. Our question was: why remanufacturing? Better yet,
why not always remanufacture?. Proposition 2 offers part of that answer: not remanufacturing is (locally)
optimal. Hence, if not for a better reason, a firm may not offer a remanufactured product line because the status
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quo is a gratifying position. However, if the firm looks beyond the local optimum, the real threshold is the
relationship between cost and the customers' acceptance. If the remanufactured savings are not sufficiently
high, the firm will not be able to price it according to the customers' utilities. This would explain why
automobile manufacturers do not offer remanufactured products, despite a healthy market for used cars. The
cost of recovering a used car to the state as good as new is too high, eating away any possible savings. In fast
moving markets such as personal computers, the resistance from consumers is probably the determining factor
(as confirmed by some managers in this market). Consumers would like to have the latest innovation. This
translates into low tolerance for a product containing used parts.

This model also explains the success of some remanufactured products, such as disposable cameras. We
might expect that the consumer's concern is about the product's performance, which is immediately observed.
Moreover, the remanufacturing cost is relatively low because of the efficient coupling between the forward and
reverse logistic, leading to high remanufacturing savings. Consequently, we notice a market that is not
segmented: the all-new product is not offered and the new parts are introduced in the system through the
remanufactured machines

Now, let's look at photocopy machines. Usually, the smaller models are not remanufactured, while the
middle and high segments contain both remanufactured and all-new machines. The difference in strategy is
explained by the lower yield of the small machines: Subject to fierce competition, the design changes are
frequent, when compared to the time that the machine spends with the customer. When the customer
eventually disposes of it, it may not be a useful source of parts anymore. However, the larger machines are
often marketed through leasing contracts with short duration (when compared to the length of the product
design). Maintenance contracts ensure good state throughout the machine's life with the customer. Hence,
when the machine returns to the manufacturer, the proportion of recoverable parts is sufficiently high, which
justifies the remanufacturing effort.
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